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WHY THE ENTIRE GOP CONGRESS IS COMPLETELY FREAKING OUT NOW…
WE HAVEN’T SEEN ANYTHING YET… THE MUELLER INVESTIGATION IS GOING TO BE HUGE… & SOON!

The obvious answer as to why the entire GOP Congress has lost their
minds on Fox News and in Congressional Circuses lately… Is that they
are most probably all in on the “Russian thing”. Or at least they all got
money… dark money… Citizens United money. Everyone seemed to
have missed this piece in the Dallas Morning News which lays out how
a man of Russian heritage (and connections to Putin) and dual
citizenship in both the United Kingdom and the United States was the
“go between” for funding GOP campaigns across the country in 2016. A
2 million dollar contribution to McConnell himself… after he already
knew that there was Russian shit going on… from our Intelligence folks.
And now Mueller is proving that some also bought Russian hacking.
It’s highly possible that many of the people receiving the money did not
know that it had Russian sources. But now that they know… It explains
the panic to stop the Russian investigation at any cost. It’s the entire
party that is tainted. Mueller is about to burn down their house!
And I loved how in his presentation of the indictment of the 12 Russian
intelligence officers ,Rosenstein tried hard to speak of “the politics” and
explain that everyone should begin thinking of this as “one country” and
to not let partisan bickering get in the way of the truth. Fat chance!
The reason for this emphasis… is that he knows that what is about to
come down next (with the indictments of Americans), could absolutely
split the country apart far worse than it already is today.
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With Fox/Trump zombies simply not willing to believe anything from “the
government”… this might lead to the most shattering time in American
History since the Civil War. An entire party in flames. Thanks Trump.
And of course some Republicans are already calling for Rosenstein to
be impeached. But if nothing else… these indictments… connecting the
case directly to Putin at one end and unnamed Americans on the
other… are going to make it very hard for anyone to shut it all down.
And Trump’s behavior in general in Europe hit a new low in mental
instability and paranoid bullying frenzy. I think that after slamming May
in Murdoch’s paper at the same time that she was serving him dinner in
her home… Trump was given a “talking to”… probably by his Chief of
Staff and Secretary of State… but possibly also by Melania. And then
the next day he was the “nice Trump”. Totally nuts. Schizoid.
But nobody got their “theatrical timing” down better than Rosenstein…
when he lobbed his press conference like a hand grenade on to the
world stage at the exact same moment that Trump was known to be
having “tea” with The Queen! What a glorious “split screen”!
Was that not perfect or what? There was no way Trump could see it live
and all over the world there were “split screen” images of Trump and the
Queen… and Rosenstein making his announcement.
And of course the sound was UP on Rosenstein and DOWN on the
Queen and Trump… Who were just there as wallpaper anyway.
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Check out my Relaxing Catskill’s 1 suite B&B at www.grousehouse.net

